1ST GRADE SUMMER READING LIST

This list is designed to give your "to be" first grader lots of fun reading alone or with you! Books with a # denote 2020 Caldecott winners. Books with a * represent Texas 2x2 titles. Books with a ^ represent CFISD Leaping Lizard titles.

(ALEXANDER/NELSON) #The Undefeated
(AMATO) *Perfect
(ARNOLD) Fly Guy Series
(BARNETT) Triangle
(BERGER) "What If...
(BLOOM) Monkey Goes Bananas
(BOLDT) *Bad Dog
(BORDER) *Snack Attack
(BRUEL) Bad Kitty
(BRYON) *Rocket Says Looks Up
(BURACH) "Truck Full of Ducks
(CAPUGLII) "Biscouf" books
(CARLE) any Eric Carle book
(CECIL) Horselly and Honeybee
(CHABON) Astonishing Secret of Awesome Man
(CHACONAS) Cork and Fuzz stories
(COLBY) *Motor Goose: Rhymes That Go
(DICAMILLO) Mercy Watson series
(DOMINGUEZ) *How Are You/Como estas?
(DYCKMAN) *Dandy
(FRAZEE) The Boss Baby
(GOODRICH) *Nobody Hugs a Cactus
(GREY) Traction Man Meets Turbo Dog
(HENDRA) *Cake
(HENKES) Any Kevin Henkes Book
(HEOS) *Stegosaurus
(HIGGINS) *We Don't Eat Our Classmates
(HILLS) Rocket Series

(HIMMELMAN) Katie and the Puppy Next Door
(HOOD) Spike, the Mix-Up Monster
(HOPKINS) Prairie Chicken Little
(JOHN) The Bad Seed
(JOHNSON) *How Tickles Saved Pickles
(KANN) Pinkalicious Series
(KELLER) We Are Growing
(KETTEMAN) Senorita Gordita
(KLASSEN) This is Not My Hat
(LAZAR) 7 Ate 9: The Untold Story
(LITWIN) Pete the Cat Series
(LIBTELL) *The Little Red Fort
(MANUSHKIN) Katie Woo Series
(MARTINEZ-NEAL) *Alma and How She Got Her Name
(MCKINLAY) *Duck!
(MEISEL) *My Awesome Summer
(MIRANDA) *Tangled: A Short Story About Shapes
(MORA) *Saturday
(MORRIS) *Bear Came Along
(MUNCH) Any story
(NOLAN) I Know a Wee Piggy
(OCONNOR) Fancy Nancy Series
(OLIEN) Shark Detective
(PAGE) *Seeds Move
(PEARSON) How to Teach a Slug to Read
(PHAM) *The Itchy Book
(QUINTERO) *My Papi has a Motorcycle
(RAYMUNDO) *I am not a Fish!
(REEGAN) How to Babysit a Grandpa
(REYNOLDS) Creepy Pair of Underwear
(ROBBINS) Margaret and the Moon
(RYLANT) "Henry & Mudge" series
(RYLANT) Puppy Mudge
(SANTAT) The Adventures of Beeke
(SCHACHNER) "Skippy Jon Jones" series
(SCHWARTZ) The Three Ninja Pigs
(SEHGA) *Festival of Color
(SHANNON) Duck on a Tractor
(SHARK) "Nate the Great" Series
(SHEA) Ballet Cat Series
(SIMA) *Not Quite Narwhal
(SKINNER) *Rocket Shoes
(SLATER) Escargot
(STARLING) "Fergal and the Bad Temper"
(TALLAC) "Who, What, Where?"
(TAYLOR) Don't Call Me Choochie Pooh!
(TURNER) *Whose Nose Do You Suppose?
(UNDERWOOD) *The Panda Problem
(VAN DUSEN) If I Built a House
(VIGNOCCHI) *Shake the Tree
(WAT) Scarredy Squirrel Stories
(WELLES) *Piggie and Elephant" Series
(WILKIN) *Jasper and Ollie
(WILSON) Bear Series
(WOHNOUTKA) *Croc & Turtle The Bestest Friends Ever!
(WONG) "The Goose Egg"
(YATES) Dog Loves Counting
(YOON) *Penguin and Pinecone Stories
(YOUNG) *A Unicorn Named Sparkle
(ZUILL) Dance is for Everyone